
The new FLYINGBAR combines Indel B’s well-established Smart Technology with a next generation Italian design, by using the energy saving

cooling system.

It’s the new wall-mount glass door minibar, the thinnest in the world and thanks to its versatility it allows many installation solutions, which

implies a better  functionality of the appliance and far greater accessibility for any guest, also in case of impairment.

Realized by the collaboration between Indel B and the Architect Massimo Mussapi (within the FLYIN GROOM project) who has re-defined the idea

of the hotel room and flexibility, according to the principles of functionality and aesthetic quality, also by an innovative cutting-edge technology.

* MADE IN ITALY *

Technical data

Height 500 mm

Width 500 mm

Depth 200 mm

Product Class 20 lt

Voltage 230 V

Energy Efficiency Class A+

Power 50 W

Technology Compressor

Finishes Glass Door
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